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It is the debut of Tiger Shroff as an action star. The film also stars Armaan Jaffer, Rajkummar Rao, Boman Irani, Manish
Choudhary, Gautam Rode, and Smriti Chatterjee. It is directed by Abhishek Kapoor and produced by Siddharth Roy Kapur.
The film released on 12 December 2016. Plot A young man named Aman (Tiger Shroff) lives with his parents, who have
recently died, in a middle-class bungalow in a small town, called Motara, in India. Aman lives with his older brother Vicky
(Rajkummar Rao) and a little sister, who is called Ayushi, whom he idolises. Vicky is addicted to alcohol and constantly
harasses Aman to keep drinking for him. Aman is later sent to study abroad in United Kingdom on a scholarship but things get
messed up. One of the conditions of his scholarship is that he has to work for his sponsor, i.e. a petty drug dealer named Shyam
(Boman Irani). A girl named Alak (Jacqueline Fernandez) happens to be Shyam's drug mule; she saves Aman from an armed
robbery in London and in the process helps him take his first step towards reaching his goal, that is to take over his drug
business from Shyam and become a 'Flying Jatt', a drug dealer of the sort. She is also attracted towards Aman and starts
developing feelings for him. Later on, Alak starts feeling guilty after she and her best friend Ujjwal (Manish Choudhary) break
into Aman's life, making Vicky realise his mistake and do something about it. The only setback in Aman's plan is Alak leaving
him and going back to Shyam. Aman becomes a gangster in Motara, until his evil aunt, Ujjwal's mother and Vicky's pregnant
girlfriend, enters the scene and starts making all the plans to make him lose his life. She has a plan to turn Aman against Alak
and steal his shares of drug business. Cast Tiger Shroff as Aman Pratap Singh Yadav, Vicky and Alak's cousin brother
Jacqueline Fernandez as Alak Boman Irani as Shyam, Aman's sponsor Armaan Jaffer as 'Tooti', Aman's friend, Vicky's friend
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